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M.i.g, moG-ims 7 

61 Wind, profiles 

62/A, AbD 62/C Calibratioii factor for 8oB,W.R, 

63 Q factors 

65 24- Element Array 

* 66 Curve fitting with point restraint 

67 Cross spectral analysis 

68, 68/A, 68/B Analysis uf Cloverleaf Buoy reoorcLa 

* 68/C Analysis of G1overleaf Buoy recor&s 

69 Power spectrum of a single series 

70 Revision of Matthews Tables (1, Mediterranean Sea) 

71 Current î aeter observations (iising paired current 
meters) 

72 Interpolation of gap up to 1CD hours in hourly 
tidal series 

* 72 (ATIiAS) Interpolation of gap up to 10" hours in hourly 
tidal series 

* These programs are aTa2];?.ble in compiled form on magnetic tape. 
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Title 

anguase 

Machine 

N.I.O. PROGRAM 61 

Wind Profiles 

EMA 

ATLAS % (original version was for Mercury only) 

To compute, given wind speeds (u) and heights (z), 
the best fit to the equation u = alog + bz + c 
and u = alogz + c. 

ut O) Program 
1) Job description and data 

The program starts with 

COt,IPIim E&IA 

8032 NIO PROGRAM 61 WBTD PROFILES }q/-l/l968 

The program ends with 
*»*g 

Job description and a.ata 

JOB 

Job No. and Title 

I M W 

O 8002 HIO i:EOGaAM 61 TmiD PR0?n,E8 

SELF = 1 

OUTPUT 

O FIVE-H0i;S PUITGIi m BI,OCKS 

STORE 21/65 BLOCKS 

GOliPUTING. i nsSTRUGTIOÎ lB 

where m = about -g blool{/case 

i = 500 + lOCycase 

then follows 

1) DATA 

2) DATA TITIE 

3) One line of title 

4) Parameter t = 1, 2, or 3 

5) Series of values of z, u where z is the height 
in cm. and u the wind speed in cq/sec. 

6)a) If t = 1, 2 

* asterisk 

Au difference in wind velocity between two heights 

AT difference in temperature between same two 
helots (note one height is usually the ground 
or sea-surface) 

b) If t = 3 

> (greater than) 

7) The last case or set of data must be followed by 

DATA TITIE 

E]\m OF DATA 

/ (solidus) 

»**2 
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Output 
• •-niT Tan Wrnmiii # • 

Program 61 p.2. 

Items 2 to 6 may be repeated as often as 
required. 

1) Data title 

2) u^k (friction velocity/Von Earman constant:) 
in om/se 0. 

3) zo (roughness height) in cms. (floating point) 

4) log zo 

5) L (Monin-Obukhov length) in cms. 

6) A /Au* is ooeffioient b in the fittedectuation) 

Note 5) and 6) are omitted i f t = 3 . I f A T = 0 
then L is replaced by L' = l/A 
and A is not printed. 

7) At each obsearved height z there are printed 

a) 2 helgiit in cms 

b) u computed velocity in 0:^86c, 

0) Au (observed-computed) velocity in cm/sec. 

d) K A^/u* 

e) z/L if t 3 (if = 0,g/L' is printed) 

8) Standard deviation of observations from the fitted 
profile. 

9) Computed velocities at 20" cms and 1000 cms. 

^ e n t = 2, two sets of output are printed as if 
t = 1 in the first case and t = 3 in the 
second case. 

V/hen AT = O and t = 1, 2 then the words MEUTRAL 
STABILITY will be printed irmediately below 

a title. 

Failures 

Cost 

A division by zero or exponent overflow will cause 
the profile to be omitted and 'PROFITS OMITTED' 
will be printed. 

A spurious character, other than >, / results in 
a print-out 'EB&OB. HT DATA' . 

In both cases the program continues with next 
profile, 

For 8i% cases the cost was about iC2 Os ?d. 

Method Vfhen t = 1, least squares fit of u = ax + bz + 0 
where x = logg 

when t = 3, least squares fit of u = ajc + c 

when t = 2, least squares fit of u = ax + bz + o 
and u = ax + 0. 

Programmer J. Crease 
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N.I.O. FROGRAHS 62/A, 62/6, AMD 6%/c ATLAS 

Title 

IianguaRe 

Machine 

Purpose 

Inputs 

Program 

Calibration factors for the H.I.O. Shipborne Wave 
Recorder 

Ef,IA 

ATI^; 

To compute the factors by which measured wave heights 
should, be multiplied to give the true wave heights, 
where the measured heights are from an H.I.O. Shipborne 
Wave Recorder. 

3) Program 
1) Job description 

There is no data, the parameters being set within 
the program. 

The program starts with 

COMPILER EMA 

followed by the program title and main, auxiliary and 
dumps specifications. Two lines of comment follow 
describing the function of the program. 

Then follows the program, ending with 

Output 

Cost 

as appropriate 

This is as follows 

JOB 

Job number, data link number, job title 

n-TPUT 

0 80C2 PIO PROGRAM 6%/A ATLAS 3/II/I967 
6/11/1967 

62/G ATTA3 7/11/1967 

SELF = 1 

OUTPUT 

O FIVE-HOLS PUNCH n BLOCKS 

STORE 15/60 BLOCKS 

COMPUTING 2CC0 INSTRUCTIONS 

The tape ends with 

For the programs in their present forms, the number of 
blocks of output,is as follows:-

NIO PROGRAM 6%/A ATL'.B 3 blocks 
62/B ATICS ^ blocks 
62/C A^LA3 14 blocks 

This is a table of ratios of true wave height to 
recorded wave height as a function of KD and T, 
where K is a factor which nay vary but is usually 
taken to be 2.$, D is the ^oan '\ê th of the two 
pressure units below mean water level (in feet), 
and T is the wave period in seconds. 

For the programs in their present forms, the costs 
are as follows:-

NIO PROGRAM 
ti 

6^A 

6^C 

^1, 13. 5. 
fM. 16. 6. 
^3. 17. 8. 

1\T. 



Method 

P r o g r a m s G % / B , and. 62/C ATLAS p.2, 

The ratio r evaluated, i,e, true wave height/recorded 
wave height, is that given by UOMiIE DARBY8HIEE in her 
paper "RAVES IN THE ̂ 'ORTH S2A", The Dock and Harbour 
Authority, Nov, 1960 No. 401, Vol. 41, pp. 225-228 and is 

r = 0*83 [1 + (8'8p) ezp(^2 a/g) 

^here^ = 2^/significant period, d is the mean depth 
belov the water-line> and g is the acceleration of 
gravity. 

NIO PROGRAU 62/A viTIAB 9^7 is for the evaluation 
of r at equal increments of T, the wave period in 
seconds. %n this version, T = 2 (1) 22 and KD has 
values 10 (1) 44. 

KIO P&OG&AM 62/E ATI;3 6/11/1967 is for the evaluation 
of r at equal increments of frequency F, although r is 
still listed as a function of period. The values of ? 
used in this version are D'25 where T = p 
(giving values of T from to 4*^0); KD has values 
22 (j'ZO 28-8, 

HIO PROGRAM 62/C ATLAS 7/II/1967 is for the evaluation 
6f i.e. the inverses of the calibration factors, for 
equal increments of frequency. The values of F used in 
this version are 0*32 ( 'CM) where T = y ; KD has 
values 12 (0*2) 28<8. 

Notes 1) The original version of NIO PROGRAM 62 was for use on 
HERCURY and has been superceded, 

2j Parameters in the program can easily be altered to 
give different ranges of values of T and KD. 

F^ogramner Pamela Edwards 
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N.I.O PROGRAM 63 

Title 

LanguaRB 

Machine 

Purpose 

Tapes 

Pt^gr&M Tape 

0 Pactors 

FORTRAN V 

ATLAS I 

To oaloulate the pressure in deoibars from the 
reading of (T^ - I ) given by an unprotected 

reversing thermometer. 

0) Program 

1) Job description and data 

COMPILER FORTRAN 

S0?2 NIO PROGRAM 6] Q FACTORS 4/5/1967 

then follows the rest of the program 

Job description and data 

JOB 

Job number, job title 

BTPUT 

Output 

Cost 

Pt^Krammer 

O 8002 NIO PROGRAM 63 Q FACTORS 4/5/1967 

(or date of appropriate version) 

SELF = 1 

OUTPUT 

? FIV%-HOLE :UNCH n BLOCKS 

where n = 2 x (number of pages of output) 

STORE 2C/7C BLOCKS 

COMPUTING 5OGO INSTRUCTIONS 

DATA 
The Q factor numbers are punched in columns 1 - 6, 
FORMAT F6'4 and the maximum temperature numbers 
punchod in coluons 6 - 10, FORMAT I4^ If the 
maximum temperature number is a two digit number, 
t^^ spaces must be punched in columns 7 8« 

The data is followed by 

O'jOOQi^ZO punched in. coluiina 1 - 10 

runout 

The output consists of a table of values of pressure 
for temperatures from zero to the uaximum temperature 
required in steps of :'1°C. The pressure difference 
corresponding to temperature increments of ̂ "01 °C 
are printed at the bottom of each page which may 
contain up to sixty integral temperature values. 

a2 Oa ?d per page of output 

Elizabeth Palethorpe 
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N.1,0.PBOGRAM 65 (inormplete) 

Title 24 Element Array. 

Code CHLF 3/4. 

Machine MERCURY. 

se Given a number, to compute the 12 values of current and the gain of 
an acoustical array, using Dolph shading. 

Tape 

Parameters 

Restrictions 

ration 

Output 

Time 

Method 

Motes 

Test program and data. 

None. 

One number x. 

-3.54 X +3.34 
X may not exceed 9 significant figures. 

(1) ^ead in the program. 
(2) ^aad i^ the ^ata. The machine computes and prints the results. 
(3) Operation (:) may then be repeated. 

(a) iitle 
(b) 12 sets of numbers: 

i yi Zi 

(0) 12 sets of numbers: 

1r % bi 

*here i = 1(2)23. 

There k - 12(-1)1. 

(a) 
(e ) 

r̂ints "8U' IK" followed by the value 21% 

Prints followed by the value 

1 minute per value of x. 

The values x, X 3 .5 X 

12 2(lk2) 

23 are computed in double length 
arithmetic and stored in ((y., 2^)), where i = 1(2)23. 
Then the values of 1%-, where^k = 12(-l)l 
in ((&%, b^)) 

ire calculated and stored 

llso oomnuted are: 21 k' 2(lk)- and & = iZLlkl: 

12 2flk2), 

(1) This program has not been fully tested, and is not completely 
correct. It vas used in Job vo. 1996 for which the answers obtained 
#^re sufficiently correct fov the purpose. 
(2) The whole program is written in Double Length arithmetic to try 
to maintain a greater decree of accuracy, and yet the accuracy of the 
results is known not to exceed 6 decimal pieces. 

Mrs. Wilson. 
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N.I.O. PROGRAM 66 

Title Curve fitting with point restraint 

Language EMA 

Machine Atlas I 

P^Tose To fit polynomials y = f(x) having degrees up to {^to 
a set of n points, not necessarily of equal weight. 
The polynomial satisfies r restrictions at %o, that 
f(xo/, f'(xo),,..,.,.,,, f^ shall have speciTied 
values. 

Tapes Input O: Program 
Input 1: Job description and data 

Program T&pe COMPILER EMA 

S001 RIO PROGRAM 66 CURVE FITTING WITH POIHT RESTRAINT 
8/^/1966 (or date of appropriate version) 

IIABT 1530 

AnXILIART (O, p) where p = 20(n+13) 

DUHF8 O 

then follows the rest of the program ending with 

* * * Z 

Job description and data 

JOB 

Job number, job title 

INPUT 

O 800M MIO PROGRAM 66 CURVE FITTING WITH POINT RESTRAINT 

8/6/1966 

SELF = 1 

OUTPUT 

[Either tape or lineprinter output mgy be obtained. 
Up to 250 lines, or 4- blocks of tape, per set of 
points will be required. Output O should be used] 

STORE 4q/70 BLOCKS 

COEPUTING q INSTRUCTIONS where q = 2300 + nl 

DATA 

1) DATA TITLE 

2) One line of title 

3) One integer, n, the number of points 

40 One integer, 1, the maximum degree required 

5) One integer, r, the number of restrictions at xo 

6) p equal to zero for equal weights, 1 otherwise 
7) q equal to 1 if all residuals are required, O otherwise 

8) The value of Xo 

9) List of r restrictions i.e. the values of f(xa), f'(xo) 
etc, 

10) Next comes the list of the n points with the x 
co-ordinate of each point first followed by the y 
co-ordinate. 

11) Finally, if p=1, a list of n weights; these need not be 
integers. 

Each new set of data begins with 

DATA TITLE 
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Output 

Progi-am 66 p,2 

and. the last met: i.a foU.owed. by the .sequence 

DATZA. TITIiE 

m D OF DATA. 

/ 
and. then 

z X z 2 

The polĵ momial coefficients and. the residual cf naximm 
mod.ulU8 are printed, for each degree of polynomial from r 
up to 1. The sum of squares of the residuals after 
fitting the polynomial of d.egree is printed, and. can 
be coopared. with a check value d.erived. in the orthogonal 
fitting process. If they disagree, this indicates 
appreciable loss cf significant figures in the polynomial 
evaluation. Provided the maximum residual is acceptable 
this is of no importajice. Otherwise the origin for x 
should be shiPted to somevdiere near the middle cf the 
range cf x values, and the program run again, 

Tlie component of the sun of squares is printed at each 
degree and the residual at any degree, m, can be found 
by adding to the sum of squares of residuals the components 
at degrees (m+2) 1, If this and the 
maximum residual are acceptable, tlie coefficients at 
degree m can be used. 

Finally the residuel at each point for the polynomial 
of degree 1 are printed (if q=l). 

Restrictions n 

O 

500 

10751 

[n and p may be increased if the A, B and W directivef 
are increased to n+12, n+12 and n-1 respectively. 
The main store allocation should also be increasedj] 

r < 1 < 12 

Cost For n = 40, 1 = 2, cost is under ̂ 21 
For n = 150. 1 = 12, cost is under 

Notes 

Programiuers 

This program is based on the E.A.E. program Il|.6/A mritten 
by J.H. Cadwell, It differs from that program in the 
layout of the auxiliary store, in tlie layout of the data 
for the n points, in the use of a data title and in the 
method of terminating tlie data, .iMl Mercury autocode 
instructions such as 620,lln and GAFTIQDT have been replaced 
by EIIA. instructions, 

JAfJES 
BKL'JI I-UHDE 
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N.J.O. PROGBAM 67 

Title Cross-spectral analysis. 

Code EMA, 

Machine Atlas I (University of London, A,G,S.). 

Purpose To compute:- means, variances, normalised auto-covariances, 
and auto-spectra of 1-7 time series; and also, normalised 
cross-covariances, co- and quad-spectra, phase lags, 
intensities, and coherences for 2 -7 time series, for all 
combinations of pairs. 

Tapes 1), Program tape, which starts vri.th tiie job description and ends 

* * * 

2) Data tape, whieh includes parameters, and has a specified 
ending, td.th a final terminator of 

* * * S 

I7,P, Tho job, program and data are all one 
document. 

Program tape This is as follovm:- (capitals denote actual punching, 
lojcr case describes what la required). 

JOB 
job No,, provided by A.C.S,, followed by: 

N.I.O. PROGRAM 67. GROSS-SPECTRAL AmiYBIS, Jot title, 
(All this OH one line) 

0 U3EPRIMTER m LUES 

STORE 8 BLOCKS 

COMPUTIN& t INSTRncnONS 

This oouprlsos the job description. 

cor̂ 'iiiER % 

Then comes the store allocation as follows 

MAIN — > q 

DUMPS e 

ADZILIART (O, p) 

Then come some instructions, follAiyed by the heading:-

PROG&mm -1 

l̂iis is followed by Chapter 1 of Programme -1 and the 
r JL of the program. Program parameters m, s, t, q 
,r.nd p are described below, Note that C la zero. 

The program tape must end. with 

* * * T (i.e., 5 asterisks, letter T), 

Progrc;... parrxieters The directives for chapters 1 and 2 must be set 
as described at the beginning of the relevant chapters; 
directives for chapter 0 need not be altered. 

The number of lines of output 

150 + L + M + 2L (int.pt, ""/z) + (M + 6) m 2 

where K is the number of series, L the number of lags, anl 
M the number of frequencies» 
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The store a blocks = 10 + main store + airxdliary store + 6000 
^ 512 

Computing t Instructions where t is an integer and 

t .. 4-000 + KflCygQ , where N is number of terms/series. 

The main store requirement q is foun^ as follows:- Find the 
total number of main variables (directives) in each of the three 
chapters (remembering that the count starts at zero, so that 
% —> 1000 allocates 1001 storage locations)j then q must be 
greater than or equal to the largest of these three totals, 

The auxiliary store requirement p is greater than or equal to;-
D' + (L + M + 2)k^ or D'+ ?ihichever is greater, iihere 
D' > E (2M + 6). 

For more than one set of data, see note 2« 

Data and data parameters These may physically be on the same tape as, 
and after, the program or may be physically separate from the 
program - leoth oases need exactly the same specifications, 
except that if they are on the same tape * * * T is omitted 
after the program. 
Data must be in the usual Mercury format. The data starts as 
follows (capitals denoting actual punching, as before):-

1) DAIA. TITLE 
one tleprinter line of descriptive title must immediately 
Follow the CE LF which follow the words "Data Title" | 
the title may contain words and/or numbers j 

2) an integer equal to the number of series (it) j 

3) " " " " " " " covariance lags required (L)| 

4) " " " " " " " frequencies required 
(M where M $ L)| 

5) the IC numbers required to eonvert the K series to physical 
units (each number being a ratio of physical/computing units); 

6) the K numbers being the time lags of eaeh series relative to 
the first, in decimal fractions of the time between 
successive terms of the same series. Thus the first 
number will usually be zero, and if *all the series are 
sampled simultaneously all the numbers will be zero; 

7) T, the sampling interval; 

then follows the data, the tc series of numbers being 
arranged sequentially, i.e., with the first terms of all 
ses'ies first, the second terms next, and so on. 

The data ouat be terminated with sp, sp* > (i*e., immediately 
after the lost digit punch "space space > "), 

The whole sequence, beginning DATA TITLE and ending >, may be 
repeated for another set of data. 

The last set of data must be followed by:-

DATA TITLE 
END OF 

/ 

* * * B (i.e., 3 asterisks, letter Z) 

Operation This is done by the staff of the Atlas Computing Service, 



Output Data title, 

IfUEiber of terms in each series. 

Time lags (deoinal fractions of time between successive terms 
of the same series), 

X, the means of the series. 

}[', the means converted to physical units, 

the variances of the series, 

V ', the variances converted to physical units, 

, the lagged normalised auto-covarianees (preceded by the 
value r) for r = o(l)L, where L is the number of 
lags specified, 

V , V the vm-normalisGd cross-covariances at zero lag, 
firstly in computing units and secondly in physical 
units. 

9 . the lagged normalised cross-covarianoes for each pair 
of series (preceded by the value r) for r = -L(i)L, 

in cycles/time unit. 
"between successive terns of the original series. 

E , auto-spectra, in (physical units)cycle/time unit 
(preceded by s, :?her8 s = o(l)M). 

Cross-spectra for each pair of series, preceded by a and 
consisting oft-

E , E *, CO and quad-spectra (in physical units ̂/cycle/ 

1̂ , phase (in degrees). 

coherence. 

If input had any spui'ious characters other than those 
specified for ending data, the words 

EERQE IN TERM -

Tfill be punched, with the actual term number given. 

Restrictions 1 < E < 7 for layout as at present arranged, 

Nudber of terns per series < 5,000. 

1 < M < L. 

Cost See the Atlas Computing Service forcrula ond output logging 
for computing the cost. 

Examples of' cost;-

1) For 1 series of -11% terms, vfith 50 lags O'Ctd 
50 freguenoiea required - ̂ 5. 5, 9d. 

2) For 2 series of 1184 terns each, 50 lags and 
frequencies - ju5. 2. 6d, 

j) For 5 series of 2̂ 60 terns ea@h, i,d.th 60 lags and 
frequencies - ̂ M1, 8« Od* 

4) For 7 aeries of 500 terns each, ?d.th 50 lags and 
frequencies - about fl6, 0., Od, 

5) For 7 pairs of series of about 1200 terns/series, 
50 lags and frequencies ~ about £26« 0, 0# 
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Definitions Let the first series of data te , x^, x^ ,,,, i 

and the second series of data be 

Yo, Yi, Yz, 7] " ' eto. 

Let G-, etc»^ "be the respective conversion factors 
from coEiptitjjig to physical units. 

Means: 

- 1 ^ :'o:- series of N teroB. 

I^'o 

X' = EX 

IM 
V x = 1 

^N-1 / , 
1=0 

where Xj_' = xi - X 

Vx' = F' Vx 

gged Normaliaed auto-covariances; 

_ N-r-i 

» 

(r) 
DOC 

1=0 

Pro ss-oo variances: 

'xy 
L-
1=0 

v%y'=: PC. 

Rf̂ ed. Normallaed. oross-MVarlanoGB: 

Negative lags:-

r "l" ̂  
=j^(N-r-1 XVx VyJ ^l+r^^l' 

1=0 

Positive lags:- _ N-r-i 

E -i' . r' 
1 = 0 

Precruency iT'creoeat bet̂ ween buccesslve srectral estlraatea la 

0*^13 oycles/time unit (e^g,, c/seow) 

i.e., 0.5/L eyeles/time interval (?). 

Auto—spectra: \. 
]j ^ 

13^(=) = y coa ( f ) 

r=b 
I — ^ 

where \ means the sun with the first and last terms halved, 

(r) 00=^ ( g ) 
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Cross-spectra: 

Co-spectra; L n 

E^(.) = t FG (r) + (r)l .0= (jfi) 

where (r) = <S^ (r) 003= 

aril f-h (r) ia similarly defined, 
xy 

Quad-speotra: ^ 1 _ 

V (=) = ^ ) , i (r) - V 
r=:0 

3d. (a-

The Cross-spectrum is then defined as E + iE * 
K ]qy 

Intensity; I = Ve ^ + E ^ 
—ii- xy zy 

Phase laa: ^ = tan ^ ^xv' 
E 
zy 

If 0 is positive series x leads series y in time. 

Coherence; y?. _ js 

Oorreotiona for time lams between aeries 

If there exists a time lag between #orKspending terms of series 

n and series 1 (n being an integer with values from 2 to 7 inclusive, 

and. X being a decimal having values between 0 end 1 inclusive), then the 

cross-spectral estimates E (s) and E * (s) are modified as follows to 
xy zy 

F (s) and F * (s) where;-
xy ay ^ ' 

/ /^8x\ 

= V ° - (%-)- V * " ^ { ^ J 

and \y*{3) = - "OH _ ̂ ^(3) siji fej 

Then the eonputation of intensity, phase lag and coherence prcoeeda 

using F (s) and F * (a) in place of E (a) and E *(8)* 

No tea 1) There is no error deteetion (apart from spurious 

charaeters) or eorrection in this program; it is 

intended for use with 'clean' data. 

2) For more than one set of data to be run at one time, the 

program parameters are the same as for a single set of 

data (1 - 7 series) except that the number of output 

lines and computing instructions specified must be for 

the total output; in the ease of computing instructions, 

the extra number of instructions needed for each set of 
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Hotea (continued) 

data after the first is t — 1550 (i,e,, theibtal number 

required for one set of data minus the approximate number 

required to compile this program. 

3) In caleulating the spectra the lagged covarianees have 

been multiplied by o@s* | this is equivalent to 

"Haruaing" process used in 1̂ ,1,0, Program 60« 

Programmer: JAMES CREASE 
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N.I.O. PRO&RAHS 68, 68/A and 68/B 

Title Analysis of Cloverleaf Buoy records 

Language EilA. 

Machijoe Atlas 1 

Purpose Tu compute the directional spectrum of sea naves from tho output 
of the BIO cloverleaf buoy. 

Outline of Prqgraa 

The cloverloaf buoy records five signals proportional to the 
slopes and curvatures of the sea surface relative to a%e8 which 
are fixed relative to the huoy. The vertical acceleration and 
magnetic heading of the buoy are almo recorded; together with 
some ether ancillary data such as the output of the shipborne wave 
recorder. From the details of the data sequence given later it 
can be seen that the buoy heading and E&Rll are logged on 
alternative cycles of the alope, acceleration and curvature data. 

The data is logged sequentially from each channel as a positive 
3 figure b.c.d. number on 5 track paper tape. The analysis 
begins by detecting data errors and replacing them by the mean 
values of the series in which they occur. The mean values are 
then.subtracted and the series converted to physical units. The 
slope records in the two perpendicular directions are combined to 
form two series of slopes referred to magnetic north and east. 
The three curvature records are treated similarly. 

The siz reocrds of slope, curvature and vertical acceleration are 
then input to MIO prngramme-1 which computes their auto and cross 
spectra from which the directional spectrum of the sea waves is 
found. 

The power spectrum of the 8BWR is also calculatGd and compared 
with the doubly integrated spectrum of vertical buoy acceleration. 

There are three distinct programs, and their differences are as 
follows 

BIO 68 assumes a 64 channel cycle of data, lists the ancilliary 
data once every cycle and assumes that the buoy compass was not 
functioning correotly and that the visual observations of buoy 
heading at 1 sec. intervals will be read in separately, 

NIO 6^/A assumes a ̂ 2 chennal cycle of data, does not liet 
any ancilliary data and accepts the compass data separately 
as in NIO 68. 

NIO 68/B Bssumss a 32 channel cycle of data, does not list any 
ancilliary data but accepts the compass readings as part of 
the main data tape. 

Definitions 

IL7 

n or n Number of terms per series (Bote: 8BWR and compass 
series have n/2 terms) 

1 or Ii Number of lags in covariance analysis of buoy data, 

m or M Number of frequencies in spectral analysis of byoy data, 

1' or L' Number of lags in covariance analysis of 3BWR data, 

m' or H' Nuober of frequencies in spectral analysis of 8BWR data, 

Co-speotrum of series i, j. 

Q.. Quad-gpectrun of series i^j. 
X J 

X. i = 0(l;7 refers to one of the eight original series 
poKsibly in a modified form, 

Y. i = 0(l)6 refers to one of the siz series required 
foi- programme -1, 

a^ i = 0(l)6; proportionality factors for converting the 
first usven s&ries to physical units 
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a?, b? Factors converting buoy headings X? to radious 
(8,7X7 + by), 

S(o\ĝ i Directional spectrum at frequency ̂  and direction 
f clockwise from north (Kagnstic north for 6Q/B), 

E(a) One dinenaional wave spectrum, 

&(oyy') Angular distribution of energy, GHote: 

, B Cosine and sine components of angular spectrum^ 

e The time interval in seconds be-hmenaucoBaaive 
each of series 1-6, 

Block Always refers to a block cf 64- numbers of data. The 
main series repeat in cycles of 8 numbers so there 
are 8 cycles/block in HIO 60 and 4 oyoles/blockiJLBQCO 
and Bf Xp and X7 repeat in cycles of I6 
Wave height. 

Tapes 1) Program tape 

2) First part of data 

3) Second part of data 

4) Third part of data 

5) Job description and parameters (alao buoy headings 
in KIO 68 and 68/B). 

Ft^gram (Capitols denote actual punching) 

COLFILER. EMA 

Either; 50C^ KIO PEOGRAU 68 GLOVE&LSAP BUOY ANALYSIS iq/c/i965 

or: 8001 KIO PROQAAM 68/A CLOV^ELEAF BUOY ANALYSIS iq/g/l965 

or: 8001 HIO PROGRAM 6G/BCL0VERIEAP BUOY ATAIYSIS iq/5/l965 

In some early version of program 68 used for a special job the 
title is as follows:-

8B04 CREASE, NIO, CLOVERIEAP BUOY AHALYSIS HIO PROG 68 

The date of the version ia use should be substituted in the 
title in place of 1C/g/l965 

1.5.BT q 

ADXIUARY (O, p) see next section 

DUI-ITS O 

Then follows the program,endinj with 

% X X Z 

paramatsrs 

In a program of this length it is worth making reasonable attempts 
to economise on space as costs can be considerably reduced. The 
following lists give minimum specifications for these directives 
for different amounts of data and output, Whenever a directive is 
changed the program date should be amended to avoid confusion. 

Chapter 1 

X > 64-

B —>- 630 

G — ^ 6 %) 

D 600 

[630 is the maximum number of errors allowed Ih the daka and 
can be altered if required^ Only half this number are allowed 
in the 8BHR and compass channels], 

Y — » 64 

Z > g/2 
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The instruction M'= (an integer) occurring 5 lines after label 
20 sliould. be only sliglitly greater than the number uf blocla 
of buoy data. 

Chapter 2 

X — > Hax. of 4-L̂  1^2 

Y — > I&uc, of N(M+2)/4L^L 

2 —». > IT(M+2)/4L 

F —'4- > M 

Prograniî ie -"I, Chapter 1 

X .—> ^ 8(]j+l) and as large as possible iiithin the bounds of the 
IviAHi specificcu+ion of ow^r chapters, 

Y — ) 

n 8 

II 8 

G Q 

W - 0 

A —>- 8 

Che instruction = (an integer) occurring just after label 8 
at start of chapter should be 10 less than the directive X, 

Pr ogramae -1, Chapter 2 

Y —)- > ) 

2 — > 36(;I+'1) 

U — > 8 

Y — 8 

P — > > 6(1.1+1) 

G — > > 6(H+1) 

Chapter O 

X —>- > Max. of [N, Min. (4096, Gil) ] 

H 1 

Y • — > 511 

n — > " 1 0 

V • — 1 0 

A — > > 4(M+1) 

B m > 4-(H+1) 

C 2 

z > 64-

The sum of the X and H variablmnust be a mv2tlple of $12 
(renenber tliat the nudber of variables is 1 greater than the 
number in tlie (3ireotive) and X nust be set before H, follovj-ed 
ty Y, 

'fhe instruction — > 25, (integer) >N should have the integer 
set less than the X directive setting. 

The I'UYHT directive q is equal to or greater tlian the Liaa:2J:iUEi 
number of main variables in any one chapter. Renenber that tlie 
number of variables is 1 greater than the nuLiber in the directives. 
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Data Tapes 

The directive p is given by 

p = Max. of D' +. 6N, D' + 36(M+L+2), 64n' 

where D' = I'SN + 12M + 53 

and M' has the value set in Chapter 1, 

The tape from the data logger should, be split (or copied) into 
three sections, the first two ending with a channel 64 "999" 
(see specification of channels below). This oeans that for 
NIO 6Q/A or 68/B the terms muot be counted beginning ̂ ith the 
tern/following the first 999 to determine the correct place foi 
splitting the data. 

The data nus^ oonsi 8t of three ;ui8 ii ate^erz in the following 
format;- -

NIO 68 

Series 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Cycle 

1 8B",m y r (compass) 

2 Wind speed H u U M II U 0 0 0 

5 SB!?% I I it :: I I I I n (compass) 

4 Ship's head » H n II II n 999 

5 SBVm 11 11 I I I I I I n (compass) 

6 Wind Dirn. Tl I I (1 ; i 1! I I Supply volts 
(%D) 

7 SBVm !! 11 X II n I I (compass) 

8 Ship's head n W n n I I t! 999 

The compass readings are presuned faulty and are hence read 
in separately on INPUT 4 

m o 

jycie 

1 

2 

3 

L 

and B 

» O 

SBm 

Serial No, 

SBWR 

Ship's head 

1! 

S 
y 

II 

2 ^ 3 : 3 = 

I I I I 

2 C 
% y 

II 

2 C . 

I I 

I I I I n I I I I It 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 

yy 

7 

Compass 

500 

Coapaas 

959 

The coopass readings are presumed faulty in. NIO 6^/A and are 
hence read in separately on INPUT 4, 

The serial ̂ b, and ship's head may be replaced by any obl^arparameter 
required since no processing is carried out on these channels. 

The scanning rate for both fornats is taken to be 6/e channels/ 
second. The numbers should be seprrated with two space characters 
and CELF characters can conveniently occur after every 8 channels. 

In the above tables 

C is sign&l the X tilt to the buoy framework. 

g is signal Y, the Y tilt of the buoy framework, 

2v3C is signal 2Xi - (La + I.3) 

is the buoy vertical acceleration, 

is signal X3 - Xs 
xy 

is signal. Yz - Ya 
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^^ere is the X tilt of float 1 etc. 

2 metres 

The numerioal faotors arise fton the dinenaiona of the buoy 
fraoe^crk and imply units of metres for length. units 
of g ani t has units of seconds, 

NIO 68 assumes an error in the 8BRR series such that alternate 
terns are high by a fixed unknown aaount. This is calculated 
and subtracted in the analysis. If the data is recorded 
corroctly, this section of the program oill have no effect. 

First part of data 

1) DATA 

2) 800^ EHN 2y PART 1 (or other title, exactly as used in the 

job description) 

3) DAT\ TITLE 

4) Title of data to be printed on output (one line only) 
5) An integer (8') slightly loss than the number of blocks 

of data in the full buoy record, 

6) First part of the data 

followed by the terminator on a new line:-

7) 012345678 

then 12" runout and 

Z * 3E Z 

Second part of data 

1) DATA 

2) 3001 BHN 27 PART 2 (or other title, exactly as used in the 

job description) 

3) Second part of the data 

followed by the terminator on a new line:-

4) 0^23456789 

then 12" runout and 

K % % Z 

Th^d part of data 

1) DZJA 

2) S001 RUN 27 PART 3 (or other title, exactly as used in the 

job description) 

3) Third part of the data 

followed by the toruinator on a new line:-

4) 1234567 
then 12" runout and 

% X X % 

N=7 
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Job d.G8criptlon and. "paraneters 

JOB 

Job Euiiber , Job Title 

lEFUT 

O S0C1 ino PR0G3irJ.'I 68 CLOYSllIiS;!? BUOY .miLYSIS tyyi965 
(or appropriate progran nunber and. date) 

1 SOU RUN 27 PyjlT 1 

2 S001 RDIT 27 2 

3 3001 EUIT 27 r;jiT 3 

(or other titlesoxactly as on data tapes) 

SEn;- = iw 

OUTPUT 

O LIISPailiTER a LIMES 

STORE b BLOGICS 

COLlFUTnTG o IIISTRnCTIOHS 

TVLPE C0I2,I0N 

O 

a, b and. c are calculated, as follows 

a = 7(91/8 + 3M + 103) +1^/8 + 200 

b = 11 + (l.Iain + Auxiliary + 1@3.]D)/512 

0 = 6000 + NI/2 + ZOOM + 231 

D/iTA. 
1) [NIO 68 and. 6Q/Aonly] Series of compass readings to replace 

those on riain d.ata tapes. The nurjber of teres in tlTe series 
should, bo greater tlirji the nudber nf originc2 coinpass readings 
and nust terniinate with 

/ X / 

Tlie compass readings should synchronise with tlie rest of the 
data by beginning after tlie first 999 in IHO 6(Ŷ A or pj'ter 
the 999 of the first channel &). in ]M[0 68, 

2) Nine constants ag a?, b?^ to convert the six buoy outputs, 
8B19B. and ooLipass outputs to pl̂ '̂-slcal units. The first seven 
series are SBm, Bach constant 

should be the ratio of physical/oomputing units. The Bi^th 
and ninth factors convert the compass readings x? to rodiana 
by the forrjula y? = ay x? + by, Note that in NIO 68/B b? 
should include the local nagnetic vr.riation in radians* 

$) integer (l,) equal to tlie nuaber of covariance lags 
required in the buoy analysis. 

4) /'ii integer (M) equal to the number of frequencies required. 

$) Six conversion factors to pliysioal units of the series Y., 
j = l(l)6 for programme -1. These trill all be unity ^ 
since conversion is done by 12 ) above. The series enter 
programiie -1 in the order: 

6) Six nuribers being the tine lags of the series relative to 
the flrat on entry to programme -1, in decim.-̂  fractions 
of a cycle (8 channels Ĵ  Tr cBO will be 

0*625 0.3125 0'3125 0.75 0'75 0'75 

7 
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7) (6H + 1) anplitu&e ani phase reponse factora at each 
frequency, starting at zero, for each of the six aeries. 
i,e, for series j, a unit input at frequency s/Ele cycleg/ 
SGoond. has a response 

a^ exp (i#^) in degrees] 

The series are in the order given in 5) above. 

The responaes are listed as follows:-

1 a ^ a/ 
0 0 0 0 0 

a/ 

la w m m 

8) The tiue interval (e) in seoonda between successive terma 
of any one of the six aeries Y., 

<1 

G«g, 0*5 

9) An integer (l/) equal to the nudber of oovariance lags 
required in the 8BWR analysis. This value of L'should 
nornally be half that specified in 3) above for 1. 

10) An integer (M') equal to the number of frequencies required 
in the 8BWR analysis* 

11) A conversion factor to physical units for Yi, equal to unity 
since conversion is done by 2) above, 

12) (M + 1) amplitude response factors for the buo^ at frequenciea 
s/^le, 8 = 0(1 )M. [i.e. a^ to â ^ as in 7TT. 

13) A conversion factor to physical units for the SBRR aeries 
equal to unity since conversion is done by 2) above, 

14) (M' + 1) amplitude responae factors for the 8BWR. 

12" runout followed by 

X X X Z 

Output 1) Data title 

%*7 

2) (HIO 58 only) Listing of wind speed and direction,8hip'8 
heading and supply voltage; there is one set of readings 
for every 0 cycles of nain data, 

3) Detected errors in input data. 
Theao are listed by block nudber, channel nunber (l-64) 
and a code indicating the type of fault as follows: 

-1, a faulty 999 

5 -2; a 5 digit nunber 

7 -2, a 7 digit nunber 

8 -2, an 8 digit number 

1, 2 or for 1, 2 or ̂  digit nudbers 

and 3 for % & digit nunber 

3 
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4) 1]he D.'umber of terns in each of series 

5) Tlie tirjs lag of each series Y. in units of the oyole tioa 
of the original data. 

6) IiiQ aeans and. variances of each series in physical units., 

7) The lagged, normalised, auto covarianoes of each series Y^. 

8) The cross oovariejioes at zero lag for each pair of series, 

9) The lagi^ed-nomialised.cross covariances for each pair of 
series for lags )l,, 

10) The frequency inoreizient i/21e hetiveen successive spectral 
estimates in cycles/second.* 

11) Auto spectra of each series Y. in (physical units)^/oycle/ 

second., 

12) Cross spectra for each pair of series consisting of 

a) co-spectra C.. 1 
b) nua l - spec tra J (phys ica l u n i t s ) 7 c y c l e / s e o o n a 
c) Intensity ( c f . + 

. . n 2 , n 2 

Restrictions 

Coherence ^ij ^ij 

"il • <=50 

e; Phase . Q, _ 
T̂ an. I degrees 

13) The first four angular harmonics of &(cr̂  (cosine, A.; 
V ^ 

sine, Bj.) are printed, at each frequenoy together with 

the ratios Ei, Rg, R3 (see Method.), 

14) The nomalisecL angular distribution of G-(o', at intervals 
of 15° is printed, at each frequency. 

15) Comparison of the SBW and. d.oubly integrated, acceleration 
recoi-d. frcn the buoy. 

a) Proquency increnent for tliis section l/21'(2e) ty's. 

b) Number of torus used, in the SBWR. analysis, 

c) The auto spectrun. 

d.) The doubly integrated, acceleration spectrum, 2(0") 

e) The ratio of d.) to c). 

The lo-west frequency printed, la at [int. part (l'/l2)]/4].'e q/' 

Tlie higliest frequency printed, is at m'/^l'e q/s. 

IT < 3,000 when = 375 I Chapter 1) 

< 3,000 when H' = 4-75 

M̂ maŷ b̂e inoreasGd. to a raxiiziun of 6CD if required. (M < 4,800) 

corresponcling to 25 ziinm. aid 31 nins, cf data r e a p e o t i v e l y . 

Haxiauu number of errors = 6C0 for ohannels with samplijig interva. e. 

and. 3;]0 for channels with sampling interval 26 
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1 < M < L < 1-/2 

1 < M' < L' # integral part ( r ^ 
\ ^ y 

Cost For E = 2400 1 

L = 100 H = 50 ={ N.I.O. 68/B jSiCO 

= M/ = 5 0 j 

N = 2530 ^ 

L = 100 M = 5 0 =1 N.I.O. 68 ^110 

L / = M' = 5 0 J 

Method 1) Tlie firot step is entzy to Chapter 1 which reads and detects 
errors in the series, The types of error detected are 

a) A number not conprising tlnree digits 
b) spurious character 
c) 999 not occurring at the correct place in the recording 

sequence. 

Faulty values in the data are tenporarily replaced by -100. 
The data is read in on the "Sunvlu logger" routine one 
cliaracter at a tine. This routine enables each number to be 
tested for spurious characters and the nviiTber of digits it 
contains to be recorded. Tlie bloclc mmber and channel 
nunber in which any fault occurs are recorded, The data 
tape must be divided into tliree parts. This necessitates 
the use of tlzree teminators. The first tape (on II3PUT l) 
IS temiioE'.ted by a 9 digit nudber, the second by a 10 digit 
nuaber and the third by a 7 digit nunber. In case there 
should be a 7 d.igit number within, the record, a facility 
has b;Gn included which causes the Sunvic logger routine 
to ignore a 7 digit nunber as a terminator unless it occurs 
after a specified length of record. The parameter S' is 
used for this purpose and should be viade equal to an 
integer sli^itly less tlian the expected nunber of blocJcs 
in the record. 

The series are separated and stored behind each other in the 
auxiliary store, sone ancillary'- data being printed out in 
130 68 and not stored, 

Ee%t the list of detuotwd errors is printed, or the Twrds 
"NO P.'JJI,TS", 

2) Fron now on the progran is concerned with the ei^it input 
series X., i = 0(1)7 which represent the C , C , ]. X y 

and buoy heading respectively, (The 

8BWR and buoy heading occur only on odd cycles, starting 
at cycle l). The progran halts if I! is greater than 

set In Chapter 1. 

3) [ino 6S and (58/A only], Tlie coi-ipass readings in X7 are 
incorrect so the visual observations of the buoy are read 
in on II<!PaT 4 and substituted for the existing series. 
The progran halts if there are insufficient visual 
ooupass readings to overwrite all the original series, 

4) Each of the eight series are now exanined for errors 

(-103) and the series neans found, Eeans are subtracted 
fron series i = 0(l)6 to forn now serios Errors are 

then repl̂ iced by zero, and finally the X, , i = 0(l)6 are 

rTUltiplied by f a c t o r s to convert thG;: t o ph^rgical im-its, 

and the buoy headings ai'e converted to radian? by the 
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linear tranafornation a? x? + t?. The buoy headings 
are linearly interpolated, to the previously unoccupied 
even numbered cycles. 

On each cycle, the two slopes X? and Xs oust be referred 
to a conmon tine before rotation of the axes, Thus Xt 
is advanced cycle and Xg lagged I/I6 cycle by linear 
interpolation. Similarly the curvature X. is advanced I/4. 
cycle and Xg lagged ^/8 cycle. X5 and X4 are unchanged. 
It is not necessary at this stagp to refer the slope series 
to the sane tine as the curvature scries. The series 
continue to be stored in auxiliary store and are still 
referred to as X^^ 

5) Magnetic tape is now used to rearrange data sequentially 
so that the first cycle Xo, Xi ia followed by 
the second cycle, etc. 

6) Blocks of 512 terns (i . e . 64 of oach series) are brought 
down fro% the tape and Xi, X2 conbined to form, new series 
Yg, Y] referred to left-handed oxos in directiona north 
and east (Uagnetio north in HIO 6^/B):-

Yz + iY] = (Xi + iXz) ezp (iG) 

where 9 is the buoy heading at the co^non tine of X; and 
Xz, interpolated frea adjacent values of X7, 

Biniliarly, the curvature series Xs, X5* Xs are oodbined 
to fomYa, Ys, Ys the curvatures referred to the fixed 
axes, by solving 

Yz + Ys = X3 + Xg 

and 

Y4 - Yg + 2iYg = (Xs - Xs + ZiXs) exp (219) 

whereG is the buoy heading at thecouooB. tine of X3, Xs, 

X4 (acceleration) is placed unchanged in Yi, 

Thus the Y. contain t] 
X 

X (north)and Y (east);-

Thus the Y^ contain the following data referred to axes 

Yi — 
^tt 

Ys — 

Y3 — & 
Y4 -

^xx 
Ys — g 

yy 
Ya — g 

These are stored in the auxiliary store, overwriting the 
series 

') The auto and cross spectra of = l(l)6 now found 

using NIO progranne -1 (This ia outlined in the progpa^ 
descriptions of KIO 67 and NIO 74). Varioua paracetera 
for this prograozB require to be set or read i# before 
entry to it. There are a few apocial points with regard 
to these parameters;-

a) Paranetera are required for converaion fron digital to 
physical units. Since thia ia dons elsewhere, these 
parameters will all be unity. 

)Tu7 
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b) Parameters are required, to describe the anplitude and 
frequency response of each series at each cf thG(n+l) 
frequencies for ^hich the spectra are found. Now as 
Yz, Y3 and Ya, Y5, Ye are derived by combination of 
the original series Xi, Zz and X3, Z5, Xs it follows 
that the aoplitude an& phase responses of the series 
Ys, Ys and siniliarly Y4; Y5, Ys oust be the saze, 
Tho analysis could have been done without this assumption 
but would have been nucn more costly. In fact the buoy 
has been designed to approach this ideal of uniform 
response of all channels, 

8) The CO- and quad-spectra (G^j and Q^j) of the ith, jth 

series are now conbined to give the directional soectra 

If E(a^ 0̂ = E(oO G(c, 

and &(o: = 1 
n ^ + 2 008 n̂ ' + B^(a) sin n ^ ) 

n 

then Ai - Qig/Ctt 

A 2 (G22 - C33)/(G22 + G33) 

A 3 (Q24 ̂  3Q25j/(G{4 + ClsJ 

A4 (C44 — 6G45 + C55)/(G44 + 2O45 + 

Bi ^ Qia/Cit 

Bz = 2023/(022 + G 3 3 ) 

B, (3Q34 - Q35)/(Cl4 + C15) 

and B4 4(C46 — G56)/(C44 + 2C45 + C55) 

The following ratios are also found 

C11/(022 + C33) 

Rz H C,t/(Ci4 + Cis) 

R? H^Ci-1/(044 + 2045 + C55) 

wnere n=s2 

9.8L=o = 

(s = 1(1 )m) 

Those should, for s^all amplitude gravity waves recorded by 
the buoy, b? uaity. Departures night indicate errors in 
frequency response or a low signal-to-noise ratio and might 
help in a selection of the useful part of the spectrum, 

&9(o\ ̂ 0 is then evaluated using weights 1?̂  as follows 

&B(G-, = 1 
ii 

^ 00s n^ + sin n ^ ) 

where Wj = 0'88o^ 

w, = 0.6222 

= 0'3j:94 

= O "1̂4.14-

H,7 
giving a filter approximately proportional to cos "2^ 
which has r.m.s, width ± 29°, 
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9) The final section conpares the doubly integrated 
acceleration spectrun ivith the 3BVa spectrun. The 
acceleration data is f irstfcurier analysed, and 
divided by the square of the frequency. The sun of 
squares of cosine ami sine coiaponents is then smoott̂ ied. 
over a nui.iber of liarnonics to give approximately the 
sane bandwidth ' as the power spectrun of the 

Since the SBilD. is reoord.ed. at tizie intervals of 2e seconds, 
the frequency increijent in the pô ver spectrun is l/21'(2e) 
cycles/second. If there are (n+l) terus in the series for 
buoy acceleration then the fourier series increments are 
l/ne cycle s/ s0 cond. 

For the two increiients to be coLTiJiensurate ne/41^G oust be an 
integer K' say. Thus the smoothing should produce values 
of energy at intervals of K'/'ne cycles/second. To satisfy 
these requirer.ients n L%y have to be red.uced, Tlie power 
spectrum of the 831% ip found in tlie usual Vi-ay at 
frequencies s/A-l'e s = and. the analysis is 
started, at = intugral port of 1^12, 

For the ti7o spectra to be couparable the tandwiAth shou].d 
be approzirately the sane. This is achieved, by applying 
a triangular snoothing function sy:.J;ietrioal about the 
required, freque iciea to the fouriiGT Booponenta of t±ie loubly 
integrated acceletation record.. It extends 2I{' liarnonics 
on either 5id.e of the central iTaî nonics, 

Thus, the nod.ulus of the ind.ivid.ual harmonics of the 
acceleration record is 

n 

n / 
r=o 

wliere p is the harmonic and. y^ is the series of accelerations, 

The nodulus of the displacenent BDGctrua C ^ is 
p 

0 ^ = G / energxycyole/frequency increnent. p p y x̂ ne / cw/ ^ / j. 

Siioothing with the tric^ngular filter yleld.s the smootlnsd 
spectnm 

/ 

E(P)= _ g L ) (2K'-.|j|) C; ? ne 

j=;:ZK/ 

where g (gravity) is required since the acceleration 
record, is in units of g (9'8 Dietres/sec^) and the tern 
ne converts tlie spectrura to units of energy/cycle/second. 

Thus 

2K/ n I /__.r .i.\r 

j=-2K^ 2 

and. E(p) is to bo evaluated fron j'K^ to at intervals 
of liarnonicŝ  but because of the smoothing the origijial 
harnonics are required froa p = (j^ - 2)l{' to p = (m^+2)E\ 

E(p), and. similarly the power spectrum of the SBIRR, ostinates 
E(cŷ  at frequencies s/2tJ.'e, a = 

H.7 
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Note that on entering this section of the progran, 1 and 
n nay be reset to 1' and n' to enable the frequency 
increnent of the spectra to be the sane as that used in 
the cross spectral analysis, 

Notes Chapter 1 of this prograa was written by staff of the 
British Ship Research Association. 

If a version of EIO 69 is required with compass readings 
read fron the uain data tapo the following nodifications 
should be made:-

a) Item 1) under Job description and parameters should 
be onitted, 

b) ^he group of instructions in Chapter O starting at 
label 25 and ending with END icnediately before label 
21 should, bo re ioved, 

c) The instruction -—> 25, should be altered to 

21, 
d) In Chapter 1 the last block of transfers to auxiliary 

. store should te altered to 

07 (B' + 48%'i 1 

(B' + 48H' + 2) X24 

07 (B' 4* 48M' + 4) X40 

07 (B' + 48H' + 6) X56 

ioer: JAl .'[E8 cm 
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N.I.O. PROGRAM 68/G 

Title 

LanguaRB 

Machine 

Purpose 

Analysis of Cloverleaf buoy reoords 

E m 

ATMS 1 

To confute the direotional spectrum of sea waves from the 
output of the N.I.O. Cloverleaf buoy. This program is 
similar to N.I.O. 68/B, the differences being outlined 
below (pane references are to the progreja description of 
N.I.O. 68/B). 

a) P,4. The data seauence is^assumed to be: 

Inputs 

Series O 
Cycle 

1 SBW 

4 6 

Cy Ctt Compass 

b) p.2 and p,8. The maximum number of errors allowed is 
6 per series (or 3 in SBRt series). If there are more 
errors than this the program will hcij.t after listing all 
the errors in the data. 

c) p.3« An additional directive is present in chapter O 
i.e. D — ^ 6 . 

d) p.4. D' = I'SN + 12M + 65. 

e) p.5. The data is assumed to be on .one input document, 
normally a magnetic tape. The terminator should be a 
seven-digit integer, and the data title and 8^ are now 
read from the parameter tape, input 2. 

f) p.l. The compass readings are assumed to be correct, and 
part of the main data tape. 

g) p.1 and p.3, Programme -5 is used in place of programme -1 
to cqcrpute the auto- and cross-spectra. The description 
of programme -5 should be referred to for full ddtails of 
the differences but certain directives are now increased; 

Chapter 1 X > 8(2lH-l) 

also B is required. 

Chapter 2 B-—>1$ is required. 

larger directives than those specified may be used in 
which case the liAIN store requirement need only be as 
large as necessary for the particular data parameters 
in use. 

h) p.8. Cross-spectra of series 1,6 2,6 aJid 3,6 are omitted. 

i) Certain quantities are output to magnetic tape in addition 
to the lineprinter output. See 'output' below. 

(Assuming program on paper tape) 

0) Program 

1) Data 

2) Job description and parameters 

(Assuming program on magnetic tape) 

0) Job description 

1) Data 

2) Parameters 
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Pt^gram 68/C p.2. 

Program CONFTLER EMA. 

SOCM MIO PROGRAM 68/C CLOVERIEAF BUOY ANALYSIS 21/6/196? 
(or date of appropriate version) 

ItAIN TTCOO 

Dm^ FS o 

Then follows the program, ending with 

>̂J|«5EC Zl 

Values of IIAIN and AUXILIARY given above ara for up to 
31 minutes of data when L = 1?0, M = and the sampling 
interval is -& second. 

Job desoription 

(Assuming program and data on magnetic tape) 

e.g. JOB 

8001052^301, GLOiTmiiEA? BUOY AIT/JLY8IS 

HTPUT 

2 SOU RUIi 17/1 PA&AljETEElS 

niPUT TAPE l/e/O 

1 S001 RUN 17/1 

OUTPUT 

O LniEPRE'TTER (a-150) LINES 

OUTPUT 1 

TAPE a/LIi{EPRII>?rm e I,mES 

OGEAIfS L0094.«?miTE PERKT 

STORE b/80 BLOCKS 

e = starting block on input 
tape 

a as defined in NIO 68/B 

d = starting block on output 
tape* 

e = 8M 

I Output tape title for results 

COtiPUTDTG o mSTRUCTIONS 

EXECUTION ' 0 + 

b = 95 (25 mins^ 'dkta) or 
105 (31 mills.) 

^ 5 ; ^ I MIEUTE^j c = 120000 (25 mins.) 'or 
^;uxcu y (31 mina.) 

TAPE c o m m 

o 

Input tape with data 

Data 

Tape containing program 

Program file number 

N.9 

1 OCEMS I0095*WR.ITE IMHIBIT 

TAPE 

99 8L0;iIi2 LSlg^^'WRITEimiBIT 

COI,CPIim LOAD 

-OD^NIO 68/C 

***Z (or ***C) 

Input stream 1;-

The data on magnetic tape comnencing with mSBWR readi.ng and 
ending with a con̂ pass reading f ollotved by a seven-digit terminator 
(e.g. 1234567). [For compatibility with other programs the 
terminator >> or )) may also be present between the end of the 
data and the seven-digit integer]. The data begins in block e 
of the input magnetic tape. 

Input stream 2:-

DATA 

S001 RWT 17/1 PARAIIBTERS ( e . g . ) 

DATA TITLE 

One line of title 



Program 6G/C p.3. 

1) An integer (S') (see p,5) 

2) Nine constants ao a?, "b?, to convert etc, 
(as on p,6 to 7) (item 7 line 1 should, read. "(6M+6) 

amplitud.6 and. 

The data ends 

*** Z 

Ou-^ut Stream O:-

As for IT.I.O. 68/B except that the cross-spectra of series 
1,6 2,6 and. ̂ ,6 are -ô iitted., 

Gtream 1 

On magnetic tape beginning at block d.. 

1) Frequency number (s) followed by the coefficients a^-a^ 
and on the next line the coefficients bi-bj,, 

2) Frequency number (s) followed b;̂  the angular distribution 
(normalised) at intervals of 15 beginning at O (line 1) 
and 180° (line 2), 

3) Frequency number (s, where a = [l/l240'0l] (1) M) 
followed by the doubly integrated h';ave spectrum, E^). 

Erogrammers Chapter 1: British Ship Research Association 

Chapter 2: James Crease 

Programme -5 and chapter O: James Crease and Brian Hinde, 
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N.I.O. PROGRAM 69 

Title 

Machine 

rrose 

Parameters 

Power spectrum of a single series. 

Mercury CELP 3/4 

AGSRCmY 

Given a time series, sampled at intervolgof t 
seconds to compute the mean, variance, auto-
covariances with lags 3-L, and. from these to 
compute the auto-spectra for freruencies O 
to %/2Lt, 

(l) Program. (2) Parameters and data. 

(a) X = Run number. (Two decimal places). 

(b) 4 integers: 

J,K where 100J + K is the number of terms in 
the series 

L = Largest lag required for covariances (Spectral 
analysis is in terma of harmonics of the 
baaiu frequency O'^/Lt). 

M = Largest order of harmonic in autp-spectra, 
frequency 0'5H/Lt,. 

(o) 2 numbers (fixed decimal point): 

D = Maximum allowable difference between 
oonseoubive values of the series. 

F = Calibration factor, physical units per 
digit of the series. 

T 

Data 

Restrictions 

Operation 

Sampling interval, t units of time. 

A series of numbers, positive or negative, with or 
without decimal point: 

XO, X1 # # » # # * < Zn-1' where n = iOOJ + K. 

(At present, the form of print-out for the digital 
mean and variance assumes the terms lie between -1000 
and +1000 , but this is not essential to the 
program as a whole), 

J > 1 (n ^ ICO) 

0 < K < 99 

1:33J + K + 2L < 20,476 with CHLP 4 
12,284 with CHIP 3 

T <1GO 

2 $ L < 240 

1 < M < L 

(1) Read in program. 

(2) Read in parameters and data. 

Aa it reads in the data tape the computer tests 
each difference (x^ - Zp-l)* prints out the 
value of r in the form j,k where r= j + k for 
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Output 

Program 6$ p.2, 

any difference exceeding the given D. All 
such values of r are printed and unless there 
is aone the computation will not proceed any 
further, but returns to ask for another set of 
parameters and data, starting with. Z. Ifcthere are 
no "errors" in the data, the computationa and 
print-out follow in due course. Operation (2) 
may then be repeated starting with p&rameter X. 

(a) Title 

(b) Bun number 

(c) Error numbers r (described above). 

(d)lf there is nothing in (c):-

(i) Number of terms in the series (tOOJ + K). 

(ii) Mean value in digital units. 

(ill) Varianoe in digital units, variance in 
physical units. 

(e) For 8 = 0(l)L prints (1 line for each s):-

s 

# = Normalised auto-covariance with s lags. 

(f) (i) Frequency increment cycled/unit time, 

(ii) Per s = 0(l)M prints (1 line for each s):-

s 

E,j = Ennrgy spectrum (spectrum of varianoe) 
in physicalunits^/cyole/unit time. 

Time 

Method 

2 minutes to read in the program tape. 
The following is a guide to the computation time: 

"̂ ith J = 12, K = O, T, = M = 50, time = ̂  minutes 
(D not exce 

Mean value: X 1 
n 2x 

Each value of % is then replaced by 

x' = X - X 

and the variance computed: 

Vii = 2%'^ (x for physical units) 

Normalised auto-covariances: 

(s), *ii(s) = [(n-s-l)Vii]"i 2 x'r 3 
r=o ^ 

where s is the lag number 

Auto-spectra: 

Eii(8) = ^eii (s-l) + ̂ ^11(3) + ̂  611(3+1), 8 ̂  O 

El 1(0) = 2^11 (o) + ̂ ^11(1) 
L 

where 611(3) = 4F%rVii - 2" *ti(r) cos (rs?) 
r_o 

and 2" means the sum with the first and last terms 
halved, and s is the harmonic number. 

Notes This program is based on N.l.O. Program 60 - Cross 
spectrum of two series, written by D. E. Cartwright, 

Programmer Mrs. W. Wilson 
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]%.][.0. ISlOCaiAAi 7:) 

Title 

Machine 

Inputs 

Program 

Data 

Revision of Matthews Tables (I, Mediterranean Sea) 

EMA 

ATLA8 I 

An echo-sounding machine is set to a standard sound 
velocity, e.g. I5OO q/sec., aad gives readings of 
uncorrected depth to which Matthews Oorreotiona are 
applied to yieid a 'true' or 'corrected' depth. 

The object of thia project was to determine the 
corrections to be applied to sound velocity values 
at various locations and depths in order to investigate 
the accuracy of the existing Matthews Tables and new 
methods of presentation of the data. 

In this instance the program was used with both 
new and existing (i.e. already punched) hydrographic 
data for the Mediterranean Sea; a study of the 
output was made and a report written by H. Charnock 
and J. Grease; this was published as NIO Internal 
Report No. A26,JUBY 1966, 

Program 
Data Data 

3) Job description, parameters and data titles. 

This starts 

COMPILER EWA 

8002 NIO PROGRAM 73 MATTHEms REVISION 1, 17/ll/l967 

MAJ3 700 

AHXILIARY (0, O) 

DmiPS o 

Then follows the program, ending with 

GL08E 

followed by basic data, which consists of iOI numbers, 
and ending 

#**2 

This starts with the word 

DATA 

and is followed by one line of title; this will 
usually start S002 and be followed by a description 
of the data. Then follow the parameters and data, 
exactly as described in the descriptions of the 
various versions of NIO PROGRAM 58 (i& the section 
labelled "Parameters and Data"), [in practice, 
the second parameter m and the group of parameters 
a^ are not used fron here but from input 3; they 
must appear in the data section (i.e. input 2) 
beoauae previously - punched data will have them 
here, but as they may not be the required parameters 
for this analysis they are superceded by those in 
input 3.] 

The data ends with 

END OP DATA 

> 
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Program 70 p.2. 

Job description, parameters and. data titles 

This input starts 

JOB 

Job number, data link number and job title 

rnpuT 

1 8OO2 NIO PROGRAM 7O MATTHEWS REVISION 1, I7/II/1967 

2 8002 data ti+le, exactly as on input 2 

SELF = 3 

OUTPUT 

O LINEPRINTER 1 LINES 

STORE 25/70 BLOCKS 

COMPUTING q INSTRUCTIONS 

where 1 = 2C0 + 73 (no. of stations) 

and q a + I5C (no, of stations) 

The job description is followed by blank tape and 
then the word 

D,!lTA 

Then follow m and a^ as defined in NIO PROGRAM 58, 
a^ being the standard pressures and intervals for 
which interpolation is required. 

Then comes 

DATA TITLE 

followed by one line of descriptive title, such as 
ship's name and station number, position and date. 
On a new line is punched an integer, being the 
nearest integer latitude for that station. 

The sequence from DATA TITLE to the integer value 
of latitude is repeated for as many stations as 
are in the data, and in the same order. This is 
the source of th^ titles which are printed on the 
output before the output at observed depths. The 
tape ends 

Output This is basically as for NIO PROGRAM 58 (see that 
program description for details) with some 
quantities omitted. The output for each station 
consists of:-

station title 
a) results at observed depths 
b) results at standard depths 

Sections a) and b) are on separate pages on the 
line printer output. 

The output for a) (at observed depths) consists of 

sample number 

depth, metres 

correction, i.e. the Matthews correction (given 
rather inconveniently in this program as a function 
of true depth) 

pressure, db 

sound Velocity, metres/second 

sounding velocity, metres/second 

potential temperature, °C 

potential density, i.e,(^g 



Program 73 p,3, 

Cost 

Method 

Programmer 

The output for b) (at standard deptha) oonaists of: 

depth, metres 

correotion (as above) 

interpolation error 

sound Telooity^ metreq/second 

interpolation error 

sounding velocity, metre^/seoond 

interpolation error 

About 5/- per station 

As for NIO PROGRAM 58 

James Crease 
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N.I.O, PROGRAM 71 

Iitle 

M&cliiiiG 

Purpose 

Current meter observations (using paireA current meters). 

E m 

ATMS I 

To resolve current meter observations into northerly 
and easterly conponents, an& then to oalculate the 
conpoDBnts at the deeper meter relative to those at 
the shallow meter. They are then oompoun&e& into a 
velocity and direction. 

L^ogram 
1; Job and data 

The program starts 

CO^PIIER 3HA 

NIO PROGRAM 71 CUBRZ^T IIETER 0BCERVATIQH3 7/9/l9a6 

(or date of appropriate version) 

and ends with 

CL03E 
***Z 

Job description In the job description, the number of lines of output 
on channel j = (230 + total number of sets of observations 
+ 10 (number of stations)), 

the store required = 15/?^ blocks, 

the number of computing instructions = 200 + 4 (total 

Inputs 

Program 

Data 

number of observations). 

A block of data consiats of:-

atation number 

number of sets of observations at that station 

the relevant sets of observations, irliere a set of 
observations consists of:-

deep aster velocity in knots 

deep meter direction (true) 

shallow meter velocity in knots 

shallow ^eter direction (true) 

Hew blocks of data may follow; the last block must be 
followed by 

> 

and 

Output 

Programmers 

There are six headed columns as follows 

the easterly and northerly components of the deep 
meter readings 

the easterly and northerly components relative to the 
readings at the shallow meter, 

the compounded velocity and direction relative to the 
shallow meter readings, 

Stewart Kempster, James Crease. 
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N.I.O. PROGEM,! 72 

Title Interpolation of gap up to 100 hrs, in hourly tidal series. 

Coda ZJoroujy Autocode t:4qhino IvZEECUHY 

Purpose To replace missing hourly tid.e gauge data by a harmonic 
development with polynomial coefficients based, on about 
8 d.ay8 of good. d.ata surrouiiding tlie gap. 

Tapes (l) PrOtgrELm (2) PEOrameters and. data. 

Parameters and data Define a "check number" as any negative number < -999 
(e.g. -1000. -1001, -2000, -j158, 

may be used as check numbers), 

Ai input group consists of: 

Integer parameters I, J, K, 
a sequence of I readings, preceding the gap, 
a "check number", see above, 
a sequence of K readings, following the gap, 
another "check number", 

I and K must be one of the following five pairs: 

I = 4.5 E = 145 
I = 70 K = 120 
I = 95 K = 95 
I = 120 K = 70 
I = 145 K = 45 

of which I = 95 = K is recomiaended if possible. 

J is the number of missing readings, arui should be in the 
range 4 < J < 100. Tlie program will work formally for 
values of J up to 120, but the real accuracy of the interpolation 
may be doubtful for large values of J. The two sets of data 
are hourly readings in clironological order. They may be 
Integers or decimal, positive or negative, but never below 
-999, Since the interpolated values are printed in the 
Autocode format "4,2" it may be advisable to multiply the 
original data by a power of 10 so as to be integers <10'*, 
or to have < 2 d.p. 

End indication Proj^am and data tapes end with — > 

OiDeration Read program, tlien data tape. The results for one input 
group are punched, then the next group is read, or called 
for. Any number of input groups nay be used. 

Output (l) I, J, K, and check numbers (see "Failures"), 

(2) 6 "mean sea levels", and their average value, 

(3) 6 weights for self-prediction 1 lir, ahead, variance of 
"observed" and of "obs-pred", and predictions (less 
1 hr, ahead of I block and IC block, 

(4)-(6) As (3) for self predictions 2 hr, aliead, 1 hr, behind, 
2 hrs, behind, 

(7)-(l2) Central time and harmonic coefficients Ao - Ae, Bo - Be, 
for 6 50-hr, analyses, 

(13) l8t two and last two self predictions within gap (repeated 
from (3), with added), 

(14) Coiig)l8te set of J iaterpolationa, 6 values per line. 
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Program 72 p.2 

Restrictions See "parameters and data", 

PaAlures 777777 printed after (l) means that I and K do not correspond 
to ono of the 5 pairs specified above, 

888888 printed after (l) neans that the block of data before 
the first check number conaiats of more or less than I nunbers. 

999999 printed after (l) neans that the 2nd block of data 
consists of Hore or loss than K numbers. 

If either of these 3 faults occur, the program skips through 
the appropriate check nunbers, and re-starts at (l) with the 
next input group, 

N.B. If any of the check numbers is missing or invalid, or if 
the data contains a number < -999, the program goes berserk 
and fails to deal properly with any subsequent data. 

Time About 1*3 + 1*7 n minutes, where n is the number of input 
groups. 

Method Calling the data P(t), with the first value of t at 2 hours, 
we refer to six times T, Tg defined by 

t = 24^ then steps of 25 h, to 1-21 

and(l+J+240, then steps of 25 h, to (l+J+K-2l), 

We also use central time, defined as 

t = To = integral part of ̂ ^I+J+K+3), and write t̂  for t-To . 

The sdx "moan sea levels'(2) are the results of the Doodson 
"Ze filter" applied at T, Te. Their average F* is 
subtracted from all data, and cross covariances with lags 
0 - 7 b. computed from 150 times, to derive least-square 
self-prediction formulae, (F(t) now written for F(t)*P*): 

5 5 
V— 

F(t+n) ^ ) W.(*)F(t-i), F(t-n) _ ^ ,W (""^Fft+i), n=1, 2 hours 
iWD ^ iSo 1 

The four sets of weights W are printed in (3) - (o) with 
appropriate variances and the fornulae used to supply "pseudo" 
values of F(t) at 

t = 0,1; 1+2, 1+3; I+J+1; I+J+K+2, I+J+K+3 

The harmonic coefficients (7) - (12) are computed from 49-
hour segments of data with a "cosine taper" to reduce sideband 
effects: 

A (T + i B (T 1) = (1/25) exp (inOT 1) / , K.F(T^+r)e]3,(in{hg 
- 2 4 

(n = l(l)6, half this valus for n = O), 

whore T^^ = = 2^/25, and = 1+ cos ^rO, 

r = ±25 is not used because = 0 for these values. 

The computation method is "Watt iteration" outwards from r = 0, 

It is now assumed that A (t), B (t) vary but slowly over 
the permitted time range, as is valia for tidal data whose 
froquonoios are concentrated around (n/25) cph, n - 0(l)6. 
Accordingly, the coefficients of a quintic polynominal in 
X = O'Ql(t-I^) are evaluated to fit each of the 13 sets of 6 
estimates A (t^) or B^(t*), exactly, Thew, for each value of 
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Progran 72 p.3 

t within the "gap" the values of A and. B are computed 
from the polynomials, and the interpolation 

A^(t^)oos nOt^ + B^(t^)3iii nOt'" F(t^) = pi+AoCt^) + ) 
-A n=i 

for t̂  = I+2-To to I+J+I-T0, 

printed as (14-), 

Notes (1) The tiTo "self-predictions" at each end of the gap are 
intended for comparison with the corresponding harmonic 

interpolations (14-), as a check whether the data immediately 
preceding or following the gap is seriously disturbed by 
meteorology. In this case^ tlie self-predictions may be 
more accurate than those depending on A and B at the 

H n 
nearest value of T , since the latter ore averages over ohout 
50 hours, scaroely^affected by the end data because of the 
smallness of their values, A reasonable compromise, 
avoiding the discontinuity, is to take the selfprediction 
as the first interpolated value, the average of self-prediction 
and (14) for the second, ezid of course (14) for subsequent 
interpolations, with a similar adjustiaent at the other end 
of the gap, 

(2) The interpolations are of course valueless if J does not 
correspond exactly to the number of hourl]̂  times between 

the given data, 

(3) The input data sho.ild be chedced graphically for snoothnessi 

(4) The program is no use for interpolating gaps in time 
series other than tidal, or for tidal data at Intervals 

other than hourly. 

Programmer D.E. Cartvnright. 



N.I.O. PROGRAM 72 (ATIAS) 

Title 

Language 

Machine 

Purpose 

Interpolation of gap up to 100 hrs, in hourly tidal 
series, 

EMA 

ATMS 1 

This program is identical in purpose and method to the 
Mercury version of NIO 72. 

0) Program 
1) Job description and data 

Beglna: 

COMPILER EMA 

S002 NIO PROGRAM 72 (ATLAS) TIDAL GAPS 2q/9/l966 

and ends 

Z K X Z 

Job descrii 

Cost 

JOB 

Job number. Job title 

IliPUT 

O 8002 NIO PROGRAM 72 (ATLAS) TIDAL GAPS 2q/9/l966 

(or date of appropriate version) 

SELF = 1 

OUTPUT 

O FIVE-HOLE PUNCH n BLOCKS 

STORE 2q/60 BLOCKS 

COMPUTING p INSTRUCTIONS 

where n = the number of input groups 

p = 1000 + 200n 

DATA 
then follows the data, the last group ending 
with / on a new line and 

3€ S 5£ Z 

About £1 per input group 

The output and method are identical with NIO 72, 
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